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    Marimba mallets

    
                                    
                    
            

    

                

                                                
                                            

    
        
            
                    

            
        

        
            
                
                    Marimba Exquisiteness Series
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                We stick to the nature. The purest sound for the wooden bars: our newnatural wool wrapping with a revolutionary core;the exquisiteness for marimba players
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                New concept of multitone mallets. Great versatility. This series increases your choose of sound, only depending on your control of attack. This series has different characteristics and serves to play different solo works.
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                    Vibes Exquisiteness Series
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                The newest multitone concept for vibes, a revolution for metal bars.
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                After 20 years manufacturing mallets, it is one of our most successful series. Amazing and unique attack specially in the hardest models. The Special balance (longer shaft) gives an extra quantity and a extraordinary projection of that sound.
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                New concept about ergonomics and adaptability. Personal balance and flexible hardnesses relation for each moment, in each need and for different interpretations. Adaptable for multipercussion repertoire too
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                New concept about adaptability, flexible hardnesses relation for each moment, in each need and for different interpretations
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                This is the general series. Made with wooden interior head, it s a material designed for students with excellent price-performance ratio. The exterior felt is manufactured in Germany, it has a professional quality.
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                Series designed specially for playing in the orchestra. Unbroken head made from synthetic plastic. Heavier than Xa series. Bright and powerful sound. Specially for the orchestral solo parts and big ensembles.
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                This is one of our most popular series. The heads are made of noble woods, and we have manufactured them for more than 20 years because their balance and sound is welcomed by percussionists around the world.
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                A revolutionary concept of ergonomics and balance, the newest experience about feeling and comfort when playing this instrument
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                Head made with methacrylate, a very hard plastic material sweeter than metal heads. Two different diameters: 27 mm, for lighter sound and small glockenspiels. 30 mm, for larger instruments, larger size to obtain bigger sound and better projection.
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                Very popular in the world. It is suitable to play on different kind of instruments: metal, heads or wooden instruments. The core is made of different hardness and densities of thermoplastics.
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                This series is brighter and harder than the I.S. MT Series. The core is thermoplastics mixed with plastic in different hardness and densities.
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                Beginnerpack material and accessories can be bought separately.
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                Pack for beginners with 4 pairs of mallets (marimba, timpani, xylophone and snare drum) and a stick bag. For the study of the percussion beginner.
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